The control platform for FACTS applications is continuously improving over years and new controls system platforms are developed to improve performance and functionality. Despite system are taken out of production, after some years, we provide our customers with support and spare parts additional years after the delivery of the last system in a generation of control system.

Sparepart Management
After an analysis of present sparepart availability, in combination with a risk analysis, the customer needs to secure the right level of access to spare parts. This can be done as part of a service agreement with ABB.

Inventory Access Service
On-time delivery is a priority to minimize the outage of production for our customers. The deliverytimes for some spareparts are just a few days, but can be longer for obsolete parts. Therefore Inventory Access Service can be an option for the customer. ABB and the customer reserves a set of critical spareparts, that can be requested by the customer immediately. With Inventory access service the customer can secure priority access to critical spareparts, located at ABB premises. This gives reduced cost for storage, as well as cost control (normally offered as per a yearly license fee model).

The right part - in the right place - at the right time.
Features
- Spareparts for all components
- Inventory Control part of the preventive maintenance
- Inventory Access
- Shortest possible delivery time for unique parts
- Provide our customers with professional sparepart support

Benefits
- Sparepart management
- FACTS System Component knowledge
- Sparepart risk reduction
- Maintaining Availability
- Minimizing downtime
- Minimizing production loss
- Minimizing troubles related to spareparts

Sparepart risk analysis
The right stock of spareparts will decrease the risk of outage and production loss. A risk analysis should be done to understand the situation. ABB can assist to optimize the sparepart management. Critical spareparts and standard spareparts should be available, to maximize the system availability.

For more information please contact:

ABB AB
FACTS Customer Support
SE-721 64 Västerås, Sweden
Phone: +46 21 32 50 00
E-Mail: facts.support@se.abb.com
facts_spareparts.psg-mailbox@se.abb.com
www.abb.com/facts

Note:
We reserve the right to make technical changes or modify the contents of this document without prior notice. With regard to purchase orders, the agreed particulars shall prevail. ABB AB does not accept any responsibility whatsoever for potential errors or possible lack of information in this document. We reserve all rights in this document and in the subject matter and illustrations contained therein. Any reproduction, disclosure to third parties or utilization of its contents – in whole or in parts – is forbidden without prior written consent of ABB AB.